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Small furniture
and wardrobe accessories



Welcome to the heart of the Valley
Loire among its fabulous castles which
illustrate aesthetics and know-how
French artisans.

About
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Over the past three decades, Anne and
Laurent Gohé established their business,
Fingers Styles, and brought their own to life
brand Authentiques Paris. Through these,
they were able to quickly establish themselves
in as a manufacturer and supplier essential
accessories and furniture dedicated to the
layout of points of sale for the biggest Luxury
Brands as well only to the most sophisticated
individuals, requiring the quality of “Made In
France”.

A family story
Drawing on their many years of expertise, they
transform everyday accessories into true works
of art, thus merging functionality and
aesthetics at the heart of each interior.

Authentiques Paris stands out for its diversity
designs and the use of noble materials such
as leather, wood and fabrics signed by
renowned designers.

This distinction also extends to the flexibility
offered to customers, who can order limited
quantities, adding thus a touch of exclusivity
to each creation.

With Authentiques Paris,
none of your crazy ideas
cannot be feasible.

This meticulous and passionate couple,
accompanied by their team of masters
artisans, specializes in the creation of quality
tailor-made hangers exceptional. Indeed,
beyond the proposal for a collection of
wardrobe accessories with a unique design,
and the possibility to tailor-make all requests
particular, they have developed forms of fully
customizable hangers.
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Produits 
et services

customizable hangers

Small furniture

Wardrobe

Accessories
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of know-how in the world of wardrobe

More than
 30 years
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The very essence of excellence is revealed in design hangers
signed Authentiques Paris, where design is expressed through
curves that are both soft and ergonomic. Fruit of accomplished
expertise, these creations reveal shapes optimal, offering
impeccable protection and support for men's wardrobes and a
delicate adaptation to those of the ladies.

This excellence is also embodied in the meticulous choice of
first-rate materials and in the meticulous art of leather
sheathing made by hand. These details, guarantees of quality
exceptional, help to elevate each hanger to the rank of functional
work of art.

Add to this the variety of customization options offered, making
it possible to raise this accessory to the status a decorative
element in its own right. A homage to the wardrobe
elegant “French style”.

 The HANGER
Core business
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JACKET HANGERS  
40 cm, shoulders of 5.5 cm

SHIRT HANGERS  
44 cm , shoulders of 2,5 cm

CINTRE VESTE
40 cm, shoulders of 5 cm 

Available in 38 cm, 
shoulders 4,5 cm (Junior) 

SHIRT OR DRESS HANGERS 
40 cm, shoulders of 2,5 cm

The Shapes
beech wood

MEN

LADIES

TROUSER HANGERS 
41 cm, thickness 1,5 cm

Flocked crossbars or clips

SKIRT HANGERS
36 cm, thickness 1,5 cm
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Matte gold

Shiny Gold

Matte Nickel

Chromium shinny

Matte Rifle Barrel

Shining Gun Barrel

Shining Gun Barrel

Matte Rifle Barrel

Matte Nickel

Bright Chrome

Matte Chrome

Shiny Gold

Hooks : 8 colors to choose from

The following various options offer solutions suitable for a varied range of clothing,
guaranteeing both efficient organization and maintenance of tissue integrity.

Les Options

Notches and flocking : Specially designed for
clothing with straps, these hangers prevent dresses
and tops from slipping, now perfectly suspended.

Crossbars with clips : 
This option is designed to make it easier
to coordinate outfits and
maintaining complete sets.

Clips : to present and maintain
the folds of skirts and pants
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Notch Shoulders

Shoulder notches and
flocking

Shoulder flocking

Velvet Flocked Bar

Shining Gun Barrel

Matte Rifle Barrel

Bright Chrome

Matte Chrome

Matte Nickel

Shiny Gold

Flocked crossbars : 
non-slip bar (velvet flocked), perfect for
matching sets, these hangers allow you
to hang jackets and pants together,
making it easier to coordinate outfits.

Crossbars with clips



5 finishes 
to choose 
from

ÉLÉGANCE
Wooden Hangers

The different models of wooden hangers
beech, from managed forests ecological
and recyclable, have been studied to be
very resistant over time and are intended
to preserve all types of clothing for men
and women: Coats, Jackets, Shirts, Pants
and skirts. Raw wood hanger finish,
natural varnish, tinted or lacquered
varnish among our standard colors or
matching your color.
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ROYALE
Fabric Hangers

In collaboration with Maison Charles
Burger, supplier of fabrics for greats of
this world since 1860, Authentiques Paris
has designed beautiful royal hangers for
clothes delicates: fine lingerie, blouses or
Jackets. These luxury hangers are
wrapped in quality foam and covered in
pattern-inspired fabrics originals of
French history.
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IMPÉRIALE
Leather Hangers

Sheating Leather of beech wood hangers
joining 3 pieces stitched together trunk
maker. We appreciate the possibilities of
unique bi-material combinations that
they offer. The design is studied at times
for a high decorative appearance range
only for maintenance and optimal
wardrobe protection.
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HÉRITAGE
Leather Hangers

Beech wood sheated leather hangers 2
pieces of jointed leather with saddle
stitching decorative. The purity of the
lines of this collection testifies to a
meticulously thought-out aesthetic,
offering a visual and tactile experience of
more pleasant. Each form was studied
with precision, not only for aesthetic
pleasure, but
also to ensure maintenance
optimal and flawless protection of
clothes hanging on it.
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PRESTIGE
Leather Hangers

Beech wood hangers, sheated with 3
pieces of leather assembled into
superposition, embellished with
decorative saddle stitching. In finishing
leather, it is a wise choice for
touch of sophistication without
compromise the budget.
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Beech wood,
Leathers of 1ᵉʳˢ choice (Grained, Smooth, Velvet, Nubuck...),
Designer fabrics 

COLORS

OPTIONS

MATERIALS 

A palette of more than 70 shades to match as closely as possible
your hangers to your decoration

Trouser bar for suit hanger, bar with clips for hanger
tailored, notches on the shoulders, non-slip velvet flocking on the
shoulder.

The 
CONFIGURATOR
online  | A unique tool in the world

Specially designed for its customers and accessible free of charge in
line on authentiques-paris.com, the hanger configurator offers the
possibility of virtually visualizing the hanger which will harmonize with
the perfection with your interior decor, or that of your client.

Through an intuitive user interface, whether you are an architect indoor
or private, treat yourself to the pleasure of selecting the shape, material
and color to design an exceptional hanger elegance.

Once your personalized model and the desired quantity confirmed, a
simple click separates you from sending your quote request (with a
minimum order of 10 pieces).

Our dedicated team will work to send you an estimate detailed, and
once your approval is obtained, we will make with love and care, your
tailor-made hangers in our workshop.

HOOKS Choice of 8 hook colors

MARKING Hand embroidery, laser engraving, screen printing, Hot printing
...depending on your project and your desires, add your initials or
your logo

All our items are signed Authentiques Paris 13



Les 
MATIÈRES 
| Cuirs

GRAINED LEATHER
The leathers in this collection for your leather hangers come from cattle
from Europe, corrected flower, pigmented, grained, supple, mineral tanning.
The Grained leather will provide relief and nuance to your leather hanger.
Outsideof its aesthetic advantages, it is particularly resistant to scratches,
blows from rings or other snags that you could inadvertently make him
suffer.

SMOOTH LEATHER
The collection of these leathers for creating your leather hangers comes
from European cattle, full grain, aniline finish, smooth, natural grain, tanning
mineral. Opt for smooth leather to benefit from a natural and pure for your
elegant leather hanger. We offer you a wide choice of colors that will allow
you to match your hangers to your decor interior.

NUBUCK LEATHER
The nubuck leather collection for your leather hangers comes from
European bulls, grained, mineral tanning. In soft or flashy colors, nubuck
leather will be ideal for your lingerie and clothes with thin straps. In Indeed,
you will appreciate the anti-slip aspect as much as the skin feel of
peach of your leather hanger.

Grained leather

Smooth leather

Nubuck leather
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The  
MATERIALS 
|Wood and Fabrics

WOODS
All our wooden hangers are made of Beech from French managed forests or
European, under FSC or PEFC standards. Here we offer you a non-
exhaustive range of colors of the most common shades, but in as a luxury
wooden hanger manufacturer, we can totally reproduce all existing colors or
in harmony with your decoration interior. For the lacquer, we can apply all
existing RAL colors to this day in Matte or Satin finish.

TISSUES
In collaboration with Charles Burger, supplier of fabrics for the greats of this
world since 1860, Authentiques Paris has designed hangers in velvet and
royal fabrics for delicate clothes: hanger for fine lingerie, shirt hangers,
jacket hangers, skirt hangers. These hangers are wrapped in quality foam
and covered with fabrics inspired by original motifs from French history. An
alliance of exceptional know-how unique in the world, offering distinguished
and refined touch to “French” style dressing rooms. Canvas of jouy, plain or
patterned velvet, patterned moire, floral poplin, percale iced, barry reps.

Standard nuances Wood

Charles Burger Fabrics

Design nuances Wood
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Examples of 
Marking

PROFESSIONALS

To improve its brand image, the workshop offers the marking of
hangers, with marking techniques depending on the materials chosen
suitable for affixing so, Logo or Name.

INDIVIDUALS

In addition to the different customization options, add a
sentimental touch by adding your Initials, your Last Name

or a personal dedication to make it an heirloom.
Looking for a special and lasting gift? Think about the

customization of high-end hangers for an occasion
special (wedding, birthday, housewarming, etc.)
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Man Jacket Hanger

CONFIGURATION RENDERING EXAMPLE
FOR A MEN’S JACKET HANGER, IMPERIAL FINISH

IN HARMONY WITH THE DRESSING ROOM Matte Nickel

Smooth leather

Grained Leather
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Small
FURNITURE

SERVING TABLE
Rolling and folding serving table, made of wood
ash, oak, walnut, wengue, cherry and drawers
covered in stain-resistant and anti-UV bull
leather, with its wooden cutting board
checkerboard.

CUSTOMER 
French gastronomic restaurant
La Patte Noire within a castle in Cholet

Transform your space into a functional work of art is our
specialty! 
It is important to us that each piece of furniture that we
receive order becomes a statement of individuality, created
with unwavering passion and meticulous attention to the
details. Redefine luxury with our creations exclusive,
combining traditional know-how and elegance contemporary.

Realisation
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ROUND AND OVAL TABLES
 in ash, oak, walnut, wengue, cherry wood. Covered wooden top

in anti-stain and anti-UV taurillon leather

Realisation
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CUSTOMER 
French gastronomic restaurant

La Patte Noire within a castle in Cholet



A wardrobe perfectly matched to your decoration
down to the smallest detail! 

Authentiques Paris meticulously designs the
wardrobe ideal combining the art of leather
sheathing and the nobility of wood, to bring a touch
of elegance and unparalleled sophistication to your
interior.

Our custom-made dressing rooms are
manufactured exclusively in France, with materials
of high quality.

The high end
DRESSING ROOM

Inspiration
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The ACCESSORIES
Transcend simple utility to become silent and timeless witnesses of
refinement. Combining audacity, practicality and French artisanal know-how to
offer an exquisite range of accessories in noble materials of great beauty... This is
the vision that we have of the object, which unfolds in all discretion, for the
demanding minds and luxury lovers.

We work every day to offer them the exceptional intimate universe that they
imagine, we create unique designs for those who ask to be amazed.

Each piece, meticulously designed in our workshops, revisits and enhances
everyday accessories: shoeshine kit, shoehorn, passport protector, head
for hats, storage compartments...

Every detail of these objects is shaped by passionate craftsmen, dedicated to
perpetuate a heritage of French excellence and precision.

Every seam, every fold, reflects the harmonious marriage between modernity and
tradition, evoking an elegant lifestyle every day.

We can make a piece especially for you or personalize one existing part (see the
site authentiques-paris.com).
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PROFESSIONALS
. Architects-decorators
. Shops
. Hotels
. Spas
. Luxury Brands

INDIVIDUALS
. Residential homes
. Cottages
. Castles
. Yachts
. Jets

Our
CUSTOMERS

Yacht Vitruvius

Royal Atlantis Dubaï 

french Luxury Shop

Individual - Ebony Dressing
and leather headboard

Chalet White and Sand Courchevel
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We deliver and install anywhere in the
world. The installations are carried out
for our team of experts.

Delivery 
and facility
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Contact us

Follow us

 6 rue de Langeais - 49300 Cholet - FRANCE

authentiques-paris.com

 info@authentiques-paris.com

@authentiquesparis

@authentiquesparis

 +33 981 486 667
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https://www.google.com/maps?rlz=1C1CHBF_frFR916FR916&gs_lcrp=EgZjaHJvbWUyCQgAEEUYORigATIGCAEQRRhAMgYIAhBFGD0yBggDEEUYPdIBCDI4ODVqMGo3qAIAsAIA&um=1&ie=UTF-8&fb=1&gl=fr&sa=X&geocode=KX2QvcKuRwZIMTzRGgKvqj3n&daddr=6+Rue+de+Langeais,+49300+Cholet
https://www.google.com/maps?rlz=1C1CHBF_frFR916FR916&gs_lcrp=EgZjaHJvbWUyCQgAEEUYORigATIGCAEQRRhAMgYIAhBFGD0yBggDEEUYPdIBCDI4ODVqMGo3qAIAsAIA&um=1&ie=UTF-8&fb=1&gl=fr&sa=X&geocode=KX2QvcKuRwZIMTzRGgKvqj3n&daddr=6+Rue+de+Langeais,+49300+Cholet
https://www.authentiques-paris.com/
mailto:info@authentiques-paris.com
https://www.facebook.com/authentiquesparis/
https://www.instagram.com/authentiquesparis/

